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Imaging switchable magnetoelectric quadrupole
domains via nonreciprocal linear dichroism
Kenta Kimura1✉, Tsukasa Katsuyoshi1, Yuya Sawada2, Shojiro Kimura2 & Tsuyoshi Kimura 1

Parity-odd magnetoelectric multipoles such as magnetic quadrupoles and toroidal dipoles

contribute to various symmetry-dependent magnetic phenomena and formation of exotic

ordered phases. However, the observation of domain structures emerging due to symmetry

breaking caused by these multipoles is a severe challenge because of their antiferromagnetic

nature without net magnetization. Here, we report the discovery of nonreciprocal linear

dichroism for visible light (~4% at 1.8 eV) in a magnetic quadrupole ordered phase of anti-

ferromagnetic Pb(TiO)Cu4(PO4)4, which enables the identification of magnetic quadrupole

domains of opposite signs. Symmetry considerations indicate that nonreciprocal linear

dichroism is induced by the optical magnetoelectric effect, i.e., the linear magnetoelectric

effect for electromagnetic waves. Using the nonreciprocal linear dichroism, we successfully

visualize spatial distributions of quadrupole domains and their isothermal electric-field

switching by means of a transmission-type polarized light microscope. The present work

exemplifies that the optical magnetoelectric effect efficiently visualizes magnetoelectric

multipole domains responding to external perturbations.
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Magnetic symmetry of matter plays an essential role in
defining their physical properties associated with mag-
netism, such as magnetoelectric, magnetooptical, and

magnetotransport properties. Recent theoretical studies have
shown that such intriguing magnetic phenomena are fully
described by n-th rank magnetic multipoles and magnetic tor-
oidal multipoles from the symmetry viewpoint1,2. Among them,
magnetic multipoles with rank 0 (monopole) and rank 2 (quad-
rupole), and magnetic toroidal multipole with rank 1 (toroidal
dipole) are categorized as the most fundamental parity-odd
magnetic quantities. They are referred to as magnetoelectric (ME)
multipoles3, because their ferroic ordering breaks both macro-
scopic time-reversal and space-inversion symmetries and there-
fore can exhibit a linear ME effect, P= χB and M= χtrE, namely,
a linear induction of electric polarization P (magnetization M) by
a magnetic field B (an electric field E)4–7. The coupling is defined
by the second rank ME tensor χ that has nine independent matrix
elements χij (i, j= a, b, c) corresponding to nine kinds of the ME
multipole components7,8. The importance of the ME multipoles
is exemplified in various magnetic systems. For example, since the
ME multipoles are intrinsically antiferromagnetic entities, they
play a key role for emergent ME coupling phenomena in
antiferromagnets7,9,10. Also, they are carried by a spin texture
such as (anti)skyrmions11, thus having a close relationship to
functional properties of such topological magnetic phases.
Moreover they are discussed in relation to unconventional
superconductivity, e.g., in high-Tc cuprates12,13.

In the study of functional properties and exotic orders asso-
ciated with the ME multipole ordering, however, there is a crucial
but challenging task. This is the observation of their domains, i.e.,
spatial distribution of a pair of ME multipoles of opposite signs
that are spontaneously formed upon ferroic ordering. The diffi-
culty mainly arises from the antiferromagnetic nature of the ME
multipoles. The resulting absence of macroscopic magnetization
causes an insensitivity to the well-known linear magneto-optical
effect, which is commonly utilized to observe ferromagnetic
domains. Nonlinear optics is known as an efficient tool to observe
various types of antiferromagnetic domains including ME mul-
tipole domains14. However, it requires an intense pulsed laser and
a relatively long exposure time (typically several minutes).

The emergence of the linear optical magnetoelectric (OME) effect,
the linear ME effect for electromagnetic waves, is one of the most
prominent signatures of ME multipoles15–19. They manifest as the
unconventional nonreciprocal optical responses and have been
observed in various wavelength regions ranging from microwave,
terahertz, visible light, to X ray20–29. Concerning the light propa-
gation in a linear ME medium, the oscillating magnetic field (Bω) of
the light magnetoelectrically induces an oscillating electric polar-
ization Pω

ME ¼ χωBωð/ χωk ´ EωÞ, which changes the optical
constants of the medium. Here, χω denotes χ at a finite frequency ω
and k is the propagation vector of the light16,17. The sign of Pω

ME is
reversed upon either reversal of the light propagation direction or
switching of the χω sign. The former feature leads to directional-
dependent nonreciprocal optical responses such as gyrotropic bire-
fringence20 and directional dichroism (optical diode effect)24–28. On
the other hand, the latter feature makes it possible to discern two
distinct magnetic domains that have ME tensors of opposite
signs15,29. These features in the case of the magnetic quadrupole
system are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1a–d. Such domain-
dependent optical responses open up the possibility of optical
microscopy imaging of domain structures of ME multipoles (see
Fig. 1e). Though such an imaging possibility was originally proposed
in the 1960s15, no experimental demonstration has been reported to
date. This is most likely because the magnitude of the OME effect in
AFM materials has never exceeded 10−4 for near-infrared to visible
light regions20–22, which is too small for imaging application.

Here, we report on the observation of a large OME effect for
visible light in a tetragonal antiferromagnet Pb(TiO)Cu4(PO4)4
(hereafter, abbreviated as PbTCPO), whose magnetic structure
is viewed as a ferroic ME quadrupole order30. Remarkably, light
propagating along the tetragonal axis exhibits a large non-
reciprocal linear dichroism up to 4%, which is attributable to
the strong light-polarization-dependent OME effect of pure
quadrupole origin. Moreover, with such a large effect, we
demonstrate optical imaging of quadrupole domains by using a
transmission-type polarized light microscope with an exposure
time of 0.5 s or shorter. By this technique, we also achieve the
visualization of an isothermal electric-field switching of the
quadrupole domains.

Fig. 1 Nonreciprocal light absorption induced by optical magnetoelectric
(OME) effects. Optical absorption of the ab-(XY-) plane sample in various
conditions in terms of the sign of the ME coefficient (±χ), light propagation
direction (k jj±Z), and the polarization direction of the light (Eω). The length
and orientation of the red double-headed arrows denote the intensity and
the direction of Eω. The OME contribution to the absorption coefficient A is
reversed between light with +kZ and −kZ (i.e., nonreciprocity) and between
multipole domains with χω of opposite signs, as shown in a and b. The latter
feature of the OME effects allows for the domain imaging of the ME
multipole order by means of the optical microscopy, as illustrated in e. In
particular case of the ME quadrupole ± qa2�b2 with ± χωXY ¼ ± χωYX , whose
spin arrangement is represented by closed pink or light blue arrows, the
OME contribution is further reversed by the light polarization switching
between EωX and EωY , as shown in a and c [b and d]. This phenomenon is
called nonreciprocal linear dichroism. In this case, the OME contribution to
A in all the panels is described only by the linear dichroism ΔAXY≡ΔAX−
ΔAY.
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Results
Magnetoelectric characteristics of target material. PbTCPO
studied here is a blue transparent antiferromagnet crystallizing
into a tetragonal structure with the space group P4212 (magnetic
point group 4221′). In the following, the [110], ½�110�, and [001]
(c) axes are referred to as X, Y, and Z, respectively. The magnetic
properties of PbTCPO are dominated by a staggered array of
upward and downward Cu4O12 square cupola clusters in the XY
plane (see Fig. 2a). An antiferromagnetic phase transition takes
place at a temperature of TN= 7.0 K, below which finite P
develops in the presence of B (see Supplementary Fig. 1). No
substantial net magnetization is present in the absence of B (see
Supplementary Fig. 2). The magnetic structure indicated by
neutron diffraction measurements30 is shown in Fig. 2a. The
magnetic point group is 4′22′, which maintains the tetragonal
symmetry, but breaks both space-inversion and time-reversal

symmetries. The antiferromagnetic state therefore allows for a
linear ME effect given by the ME tensor with only one inde-
pendent non-zero component χaa=−χbb (ref. 31), or equivalently
χXY= χYX, which was experimentally verified30. Notably, the ME
tensor of this form already supports the existence of ferroic order
of pure qa2�b2 quadrupoles7,8. In addition, the existence of this
quadrupole order is also understandable by a close look at the
spin arrangement. The four Cu2+ spins within each Cu4O12

cluster are roughly perpendicular to the approximately flat CuO4

plane, whose XY-plane components are combined into a cluster
qa2�b2 quadrupole moment. Moreover, the qa2�b2 components on
the respective clusters align uniformly both in the XY plane and
along the Z axis, thus forming a ferroic qa2�b2 type quadrupole
order.

The magnetic symmetry reduction from 4221′ to 4′22′ upon
the ordering produces a pair of quadrupole domains, labeled as
Q1 and Q2, which are mutually converted by either fourfold-
rotation or time-reversal operations, as drawn in Fig. 2b, c. These
domains have opposite signs of the ME coefficient χaa to each
other and hence of the ME energy FME=− χaaEaBa. A mono-
domain state of Q1 or Q2 is therefore achieved by the
simultaneous application of poling Ea and Ba during the cooling
process, referred to as Ep

a and Bp
a, respectively. Figure 2d shows

the Ba dependence of electric polarization along the a axis (Pa)
after cooling with four different combinations of Ep

a and Bp
a, where

the slope corresponds to χaa. In accordance with the expected
domain selection by the ME cooling procedure, χaa > 0 for the two
parallel configurations (þEp

a, þBp
a) and (�Ep

a, �Bp
a), while χaa < 0

for the two antiparallel configurations (þEp
a, �Bp

a) and (�Ep
a ,

þBp
a). The value of |χa| obtained from these data is ~8.9 ps m−1,

which is roughly comparable to those of typical linear ME
materials such as Cr2O3 [χaa= 0.73 ps m−1 and χcc= 4.14 ps m−1

(ref. 32)] and GaFeO3 [χbc= 21 ps m−1 (ref. 33)]. While the sign of
χaa in each domain has not been determined experimentally, we
assume χaa > 0 for Q1 and χaa < 0 for Q2 for convenience. With
this assumption, Q1 and Q2 are selected in parallel and
antiparallel configurations of Ep

a and Bp
a, respectively.

Predicted optical magnetoelectric effect. Before presenting
experimental results, we discuss the OME effect predicted in
PbTCPO, for light propagating along the Z axis, i.e., k= (0, 0, kZ).
Because of the tetragonal symmetry (magnetic point group 4′22′),
non-ME contributions from dielectric permittivity yield an iso-
tropic optical response for light polarized within the XY plane31.
By contrast, the OME effect defined by χωXY ¼ χωYX causes an
anisotropy for the X and Y axes. This is because electric polar-
ization induced magnetoelectrically by a magnetic field of light,
Pω
ME ¼ ðPω

X ; P
ω
Y ; P

ω
ZÞ, is given by16,17

Pω
ME ¼ χωBω ¼ ð1=~μωωÞχωk ´ Eω

¼ðkZ=μωXXωÞ
χωXY 0 0

0 �χωXY 0

0 0 0

0
B@

1
CAEω;

ð1Þ

where μωXX ð¼ μωYYÞ is the component of the magnetic perme-
ability ~μω. The anisotropy is reversed by switching the light
propagation direction (+kZ↔−kZ). Consequently, nonreciprocal
linear dichroism (compare Fig. 1a, c) and birefringence show up
as a manifestation of the OME effect in the ferroic quadrupole
ordered state of PbTCPO. This magnetoelectrically induced
optical anisotropy in an originally isotropic medium is distinct
from the conventional magnetically induced one known as the
reciprocal Cotton Mouton effect, and has never been observed
experimentally to date. In the present study, we utilize linear
dichroism to visualize the spatial distribution of quadrupole

Fig. 2 Magnetic structure and domains in the antiferromagnetic phase of
Pb(TiO)Cu4(PO4)4. a A bird’s eye view of the crystal and magnetic
structures. Pb, Ti, and P atoms are omitted. A unit cell (solid line) contains
one upward and one downward Cu4O12 square cupola each formed by four
Cu2+ ions (large blue balls) and twelve O2− ligands (small balls). Magenta
and green arrows represent inward and outward pointing Cu2+ spins on the
square cupolas, respectively. The c-axis views of the magnetic structures in
b Q1 and c Q2 quadrupole domains, which are mutually converted by either
fourfold-rotation (4) or time-reversal operations. The ME coefficient χaa in
these two domains is opposite in sign to each other. d Electric polarization
along the a axis as a function of magnetic field along the a axis at 3 K,
measured after cooling with four different sign combinations of poling
electric (Epa ¼ ±0:83MVm−1) and magnetic fields along the a axis
(Bpa ¼ ±0:1 T).
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domains in PbTCPO. We define linear dichroism as ΔAXY= (AX

−AY) and the non-OME contribution as A0= (AX+ AY)/2,
where AX and AY represent the absorption coefficients for the
light linearly polarized along the X (Eω

X) and Y directions (Eω
Y ).

Because ΔAXY is opposite in sign between the Q1 and Q2
domains with χωXY of opposite signs, AX and AY for +kZ are
reformulated as

AX ¼ A0 þ ΔAXY=2

AY ¼ A0 � ΔAXY=2

�
for Q1 domain; ð2Þ

AX ¼ A0 � ΔAXY=2

AY ¼ A0 þ ΔAXY=2

�
for Q2 domain: ð3Þ

These relations are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1a–d.
Accordingly, either X- or Y-polarized light can be used to
distinguish Q1 and Q2 with the contrast being determined by
ΔAXY. No domain contrast is expected for [100]-polarized light
and unpolarized light.

It should be noted that the crystal structure of PbTCPO is
chiral (P4212), so that the optical (or dynamical) ME tensor χω

can have not only time-reversal odd components as considered in
Eq. (1), but also time-reversal even components that are
responsible for natural optical activity16,34,35. (The time-reversal
even components vanish at a static limit, as consistent with the
time-reversal odd nature of static ME tensor χ.) As is well known,
the natural optical activity by itself does not lead to any linear
anisotropy. In addition, it is allowed to show up even in the
paramagnetic phase and insensitive to the label of magnetic
quadrupole domains (Q1 or O2) due to their different
transformation property with respect to time reversal. Thus, the
natural optical activity is insignificant for magnetic quadrupole
domain imaging in PbTCPO. On the other hand, the presence of
the finite natural optical activity would modify AX and AY, so that
the magnitude of ΔAXY may be influenced by the natural optical
activity. However, as described in Supplementary Note 1, our
experimental results demonstrated later indicate that, although
the contribution from the natural optical activity to ΔAXY may be
finite, it is small and insignificant for the quadrupole domain
imaging in PbTCPO.

Observation of nonreciprocal linear dichroism. To explore the
OME effect in the near-infrared to visible light region, suitable for
imaging applications, we first identify a photon energy (Eph)
region of crystal-field d–d transitions of Cu2+ ions, because such
transitions are responsible for OME effects in several 3d
systems24,25. Figure 3a shows wide-range (1.2–3.4 eV) funda-
mental absorption spectra for unpolarized light propagating along
the Z axis of the crystal, measured at 4.2, 8.0, and 290 K (for the
experimental setup, see “Methods”36 and Supplementary Fig. 3).
An increased absorption above 3 eV and relatively weak absorp-
tion in the 1.4–2.2 eV region are separated by a transparent gap,
in agreement with the blue color of a crystal (see the inset of
Fig. 3a). On cooling down to 8.0 K (>TN), peak structures in the
1.4–2.2 eV region become more evident and at least three broad
peaks, located at 1.4, 1.8, and 1.9 eV, can be distinguished. The
spectrum at 4.2 K (<TN) overlaps that at 8.0 K, which is consistent
with the absence of crystal symmetry lowering upon the magnetic
quadrupole ordering reported by a powder neutron diffraction
study30. Considering previous optical studies on Cu2+-based
oxide insulators37,38, these peaks are most likely attributable to
intra-atomic d–d transitions of Cu2+ ions. We therefore explore
the OME effect in this Eph region.

Absorption spectra measured at various conditions, shown in
Fig. 4, provide evidence for the OME effect. Before each
measurement, we performed the ME-cooling procedure with

parallel or antiparallel configuration of Ep
a and Bp

a to achieve a
mono-domain state of either Q1 or Q2, and then switched off Ep

a

and Bp
a to exclude any possibility of field-induced optical effects.

Figure 4a shows absorption spectra at 4.2 K for X-polarized light
(AX) propagating along the +Z direction. Significantly, we
observe a clear difference between AX for Q1 ½ðEp

a; E
p
aÞ ¼

ð± ; ± Þ� and Q2 ð± ;�Þ, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4a.
Moreover, as displayed in Fig. 4b, the domain-dependent part of
the absorption spectrum [ΔA=A(+, +)− A(−, +)] is comple-
tely reversed between X- (black line) and Y-polarized light (blue
line), while it vanishes for the [100]-polarized light (magenta line)
and unpolarized light (green line). This feature is in perfect
agreement with the linear dichroism induced by the OME effect
predicted in PbTCPO (see the previous subsection and Fig. 1a–d).
Furthermore, as seen in Fig. 4c, the domain-dependent part of the
spectrum for the X-polarized light is completely reversed by
switching the light propagation direction (+kZ↔−kZ), which
provides direct evidence of the nonreciprocity. The disappearance
of the ΔA signal in the paramagnetic phase is also confirmed (see
Supplementary Fig. 4). We have thus established that the ME
quadrupole order in PbTCPO exhibits nonreciprocal linear
dichroism induced by the OME effect (Fig. 1). Accordingly, the
domain-dependent part of the absorption spectrum ΔA for the X-
or Y-polarized light (black and blue lines in Fig. 4b) exactly
corresponds to the nonrecirpocal linear dichroism spectra ΔAXY,
as indicated by Eqs. (2) and (3) (see also Fig. 1a–d).

It is noteworthy that the magnitude of the observed
nonreciprocal linear dichroism in PbTCPO is quite large. The

Fig. 3 Optical absorption spectra and local environment of the Cu2+ ion.
a Absorption spectra of a Pb(TiO)Cu4(PO4)4 crystal in the photon energy
range 1.2 < Eph < 3.4 eV taken at room temperature (black dashed line), 8.0
K (>TN) (green circles), and 4.2 K (<TN) (magenta solid line). The light is
unpolarized and propagates along the Z axis of the crystal. The transparent
gap of 2.4–3.2 eV is consistent with the blue color of the crystal whose
photo is shown in the inset (scale bar, 1 mm). b Distorted CuO5 square
pyramid. The site symmetry of the Cu2+ ion is 1. The numbers denote the
Cu–O and O–O bond distances in unit of Å. x′, y′, and z′ denote local
coordinate axes.
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relative difference ΔAXY/A0 reaches ∼4% at 1.8 eV, which is two
orders of magnitude larger than the reported OME effects for
visible light in antiferromagnetic materials [e.g., ∼10−4 for Cr2O3

(refs. 20–22)]. With such a large value of ΔAXY/A0, we expect that
the nonreciprocal linear dichroism demonstrated here can be
applied to quadrupole domain imaging, by means of simple
optical methods like linear polarization microscopy.

Optical imaging of quadrupole domains. To demonstrate optical
imaging of quadrupole domains, we employ a home-built linear
polarization microscope with transmittance geometry and use the
light wavelength of 700 nm (≈1.8 eV) which yields the largest ΔAXY

(Fig. 4b) (for experimental details, see “Methods” and Supplemen-
tary Fig. 5). While an optical microscopy image of a Z-plane sample
(thickness d= 50 µm) for the X-polarized light is uniform in the
paramagnetic phase (see Supplementary Fig. 6), the contrast of the
image appears at 5 K after zero-field cooling (Ep

a ¼ Bp
a ¼ 0), as

displayed in Fig. 5a. In accordance with the light polarization
dependence of the OME effect in PbTCPO (see Fig. 4b), the
observed striped like contrast is reversed for the Y-polarized light
(Fig. 5b) and disappears for the [100]-polarized and unpolarized
light (Supplementary Fig. 7h, i). Note that the raw images in
Fig. 5a, b contain predominantly polarization-independent con-
tributions that weaken the contrast. To eliminate such obstacle
contributions, we generate a linear dichroism (ΔAXY) image using
two images, which is obtained by calculating ΔAXY=− ln(IX/IY)/d
for each pixel of the camera sensor, where IX and IY represent the
transmitted light intensity for the X- and Y-polarized light, respec-
tively. The resulting linear dichroism image exhibits much greater
contrast, as presented in Fig. 5c. This image ensures that the contrast
is completely reversed by changing the light wavelength to 600 nm
(≈2.1 eV) (see Supplementary Fig. 7e) and 760 nm (≈1.6 eV) (Sup-
plementary Fig. 7o), as well as switching the propagation direction
(+kZ↔−kZ) (Supplementary Fig. 7r). These wavelength and pro-
pagation direction dependences of the contrast are in excellent
agreement with those of the ΔAXY spectra (see Fig. 4b, c), evidencing
that the contrast of the images obviously reflects the spatial dis-
tribution of the nonreciprocal linear dichroism, that is, ME quad-
rupole domains. We also confirm that a mono-domain state of the
quadrupole order is achieved by the ME cooling procedure (see
“Methods”), as indicated by the uniform linear dichroism image
presented in Fig. 5e. The value of 35(2) cm−1 for the Q1 state and

Fig. 4 Evidence for nonreciprocal linear dichroism. a Absorption coefficient (A) spectra at 4.2 K for X-polarized light propagating along the +Z direction,
after cooling with four different sign combinations of poling fields (Epa , B

p
a). The poling fields are removed before each measurement. The inset of a displays

the magnified view in the 1.75–1.85 eV region. b Subtracted absorption spectra ΔA= A(+, +)− A(−, +) for X-, Y -, [100]-polarized, and unpolarized light.
c ΔA spectra for X-polarized light propagating along the −Z direction, together with that along +Z for comparison.

Fig. 5 Demonstration of optical imaging of magnetoelectric quadrupole
domains. Microscopy images of a zero-field-cooled sample taken at 5 K
using the X- (a) and the Y- (b) polarized light propagating along the
+Z direction. Scale bar, 200 μm. c Linear dichroism (ΔAXY) image
obtained by calculating logarithmic subtraction of the image in a from b.
The presence of contrast indicates a multidomain state of Q1 and Q2. In
the region of lower and upper green boxes, the angles between the domain
boundaries and the a axis are about 30° and 16°, respectively. d Profile of
ΔAXY (left axis) and the fraction of domain Q1, f1, (right axis) along the
green dashed line in c. The upper red (lower blue) line denotes a single
domain state of Q1 (Q2). e ΔAXY images after cooling with four different
sign combinations of poling fields (Epa ¼ ±0:57MVm−1, Bpa ¼ ±0:1 T). The
poling fields are removed before taking each image. The absence of
contrast shows the single domain of Q1 (Q2) in the (anti)parallel
configuration of Epa and Bpa.
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−35(2) cm−1 for the Q2 state is quantitatively consistent with the
result of the ΔAXY spectra (Fig. 4b). We therefore succeed in
demonstrating the visualization of ME quadrupole domains in
PbTCPO and their manipulation by the ME cooling procedure. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of an
optical imaging of antiferromagnetic domains free from net mag-
netization through the linear OME effect.

By comparing Fig. 5c with Fig. 5e, we find that the magnitude
of ΔAXY of the multi-domain state is smaller than ±35(2) cm−1 of
the mono-domain state at most of the sample positions.
Moreover, as displayed in Fig. 5d, the line profile of ΔAXY along
the green dashed line in Fig. 5c does not show stepwise changes
with discrete levels but rather gradually changes with changing
position. Note that the spatial resolution of the microscope setup
is better than 4 μm, so that the gradual change is not due to the
instrumental resolution. These results indicate that the quadru-
pole domains in the zero-field-cooled sample are distributed not
only in the XY plane, but also along the depth (Z) direction. If we
introduce a parameter f1 (1− f1) as a fraction of the Q1 (Q2)
domain along the depth direction, the value of 2f1− 1 is equal to
ΔAXY for the multi-domain state divided by ΔAXY for the mono-
domain state. Thus, we can quantitatively evaluate the domain
fraction in the present sample at any position. For example, the
right axis of Fig. 5d represents the fraction of the Q1 domain (f1)
along the dashed line in Fig. 5c. The present domain imaging
based on transmittance microscopy therefore provides quantita-
tive information of a two dimensional distribution of the
quadrupole domain fraction along the depth direction.

Isothermal electric-field switching of quadrupole domains.
After establishing the quadrupole domain imaging via the OME

effect, we finally turn to examine isothermal switching of quad-
rupole domains with electric fields. Since the ME energy is given
by −χaaEaBa for Q1 and +χaaEaBa for Q2, the application of a
strong positive (negative) Ea in the presence of a positive bias Ba
can in principle switch Q2 to Q1 (Q1 to Q2). Figure 6a displays a
linear dichroism image of a sample used for this switching
experiment, taken at 6.8 K just below TN after zero-field cooling.
For unknown reasons the zero-field-cooled sample exhibits a
slightly positive value of the linear dichroism and hence favors the
Q1 domain. We utilize a relatively narrow electrode gap of 100
µm in order to apply a strong enough Ea. Figure 6b shows a series
of linear dichroism images in the switching experiment with a
bias Ba of +0.1 T, where we increase Ea from 0 [panel (i)] to 3.0
MVm−1 [panel (iii)] in a stepwise manner, and subsequently
decrease to −4.0 MVm−1 [panel (vi)] and then increase to 4.0
MVm−1 [panel (viii)]. The obvious color change of the images
visually demonstrates the electric-field-induced reversal of the
linear dichroism and hence of the quadrupole domains. To
quantify the observed domain switching, we calculate the linear
dichroism averaged over the sample as well as the volume fraction
of domain Q1 at each Ea, which are plotted on the left and right
axes of Fig. 6c, respectively. Here, the volume fraction of domain
Q1 is evaluated based on the averaged linear dichroism at each Ea
divided by that at ±4.0 MVm−1 (=26.6 cm−1). It is seen that
after the virgin curve the volume fraction of domain Q1 exhibits a
clear hysteresis loop with saturation above the coercive field of
2.5 MVm−1. A complete, isothermal electric-field switching of
the quadrupole domains is therefore achieved with a relatively
low bias magnetic field. Although the sign selection of OME
effects via an electric-field cooling procedure was previously
demonstrated in various systems20,22,28,29, isothermal electric-

Fig. 6 Optical visualization of isothermal electric-field switching of magnetoelectric quadrupole domains. a Linear dichroism (ΔAXY) image of a sample
with a narrow electrode gap (100 µm) taken at 6.8 K after zero-field cooling. Scale bar, 100 μm. In the magnified view, domain boundaries in the region of
the gray box are denoted by the black dashed lines. b Linear dichroism images in a sequentially applied electric field along the a axis (Ea) in the presence of
a bias magnetic field along the a axis (Ba=+0.1 T). Note that more red (blue) color of the images means a larger fraction of domain Q1 (Q2). c The Ea
dependence of the linear dichroism averaged over the entire sample area (left axis) and a volume fraction of domain Q1 (right axis). The square and circle
symbols represent the virgin curve and the subsequent hysteresis curve, respectively. The Roman numerals correspond to the images in b. The hysteresis
with a clear saturation confirms a complete electric-field switching of quadrupole domains.
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field switching of OME effects inside the ordered state has been
rarely encountered, especially in antiferromagnetic systems. Thus,
the present material can be a unique platform to investigate
electric-field-driven dynamics of antiferromagnetic domains
using time-resolved optical imaging.

Discussion
In the present material PbTCPO, we observe the nonreciprocal
linear dichroism induced by the OME effect. Here, we briefly
discuss the microscopic origin and the spectral shape of the
nonreciprocal linear dichroism. Generally, the OME effect in the
near-infrared and visible light regions is understood in terms of
an interference between the electric dipole (E1) and the magnetic
dipole (M1) transitions through the spin–orbit coupling, and the
dominant process is ascribed to crystal-field d–d transitions for
3d transition-metal systems22,24,25. As shown in Fig. 3b, the Cu2+

ion in PbTCPO is surrounded by a distorted square-pyramidal
coordination of O2− ligands. In such a crystal field, the hole
ground state of Cu2+ should have a dominant dx02�y02 character

38.
Here, x′, y′, and z′ denote local coordinate axes (Fig. 3b). The
OME effect associated with the d–d transition of the Cu2+ hole
with a dx02�y02 ground state was well studied for the canted
antiferromagnet CuB2O4 with weak spontaneous magnetization,
which exhibits a gigantic nonreciprocal directional dichroism
(∼300%) due to the OME effect25,27. In CuB2O4, the transition to
the excited state dx0z0 (dy0z0 ) is E1 allowed, while the transition to
the dx0y0 is M1 allowed. These excited states are hybridized
through the spin-orbit coupling due to the ordering of the Cu2+

spins whose directions lie in the CuO4 plane. The nonreciprocal
dichroism is caused by a transfer of spectral weight between these
two transitions through the spin–orbit coupling. Accordingly, the
sign of the nonreciprocal dichroism associated with these tran-
sitions are opposite in sign to each other, which leads to the sign
reversal of the spectra as experimentally observed25. Going back
to the present material PbTCPO, the Cu2+ spins are almost
perpendicular to the CuO4 plane, but have a finite in-plane
component (see Fig. 3b). We can thus expect that the same
transition process as CuB2O4 is involved in the origin of the
observed nonreciprocal linear dichroism. However, as shown in
Fig. 4b, the spectrum exhibits more complicated behavior char-
acterized by a multiple sign reversal. This suggests that all the 3d
states participate in the spectrum, which is reasonable because of
the lowest site symmetry 1 at the Cu2+ site (Fig. 3b) as well as a
nonuniform orientation of local coordinate axes for eight Cu2+

ions in the unit cell (Fig. 2a). Moreover, the significant broad-
ening of the spectrum points to the importance of hybridization
between Cu2+ 3d orbitals and surrounding oxygen orbitals.
Understanding the microscopic mechanism of the nonreciprocal
linear dichroism in PbTCPO is non-trivial, but an important
issue for further exploration of large OME effects.

As already mentioned, the sample shown in Fig. 5c displays a
peculiar stripe-like domain pattern after zero-field cooling. The
boundaries are, however, not straight but curved over the sample;
The angles between the boundaries and the a axis vary between
~30° (see, e.g., the lower green box of Fig. 5c) and ~16° (the upper
green box). The range of the angle coincides neither with high
symmetric crystallographic axes nor an easy axis of spins (see
Fig. 2a–c). Moreover, such a stripe pattern is not observed in
another sample after zero-field cooling, as shown in Fig. 6a. These
observations suggest that the stripe pattern seen in Fig. 5c is non-
intrinsic. In addition, as can be seen from the comparison
between Fig. 5c and the magnified view around the main domain
boundary in Fig. 6a, the direction of the domain boundaries
differs from sample to sample. No preferential direction is thus

found in the present study. We also note that, for the zero-field-
cooled sample in Fig. 5c, we repeatedly observed almost the same
domain pattern below TN after heating the sample even to room
temperature far above TN. A similar memory effect of the domain
structure was previously reported in the ME antiferromagnet
Cr2O3 (ref. 14). Domains in PbTCPO are likely pinned by either
defects formed during crystal growth, or other reasons such as
local thermal inhomogeneity created in the sample which might
depend on the sample setup. If the latter is true, then it suggests
an interesting possibility of thermal control of antiferromagnetic
domains39. Future studies to elucidate its origin are important
from the viewpoint of antiferromagnetic domain engineering.

In conclusion, we have investigated the OME effect for near-
infrared to visible light due to ferroic ME quadrupole order in the
tetragonal antiferromagnetic material Pb(TiO)Cu4(PO4)4
(PbTCPO). Our detailed experiments with various light condi-
tions have revealed that the OME effect in PbTCPO creates an
optical anisotropy in the originally isotropic ab plane, which leads
to a genuine nonreciprocal linear dichroism free from any crys-
tallographic contributions. To our knowledge, PbTCPO is the
first material to exhibit such a magnetoelectrically-created optical
anisotropy. The nonreciprocal linear dichroism is observed in the
photon energy region corresponding to the intra-atomic d–d
transitions of Cu2+ ions, and the relative difference of the linear
dichroism reaches ∼4% at 1.8 eV. With such a large value of the
linear dichroism, we have succeeded in visualizing the ME
quadrupole domains and their isothermal electric-field switching
by a simple transmission optical microscopy.

As mentioned above, the ME multipoles are intrinsically
antiferromagnetic entities. Thus, the present demonstration of the
easy optical imaging of the ME quadrupole domains and their
isothermal electric-field switching is interesting in the search for
ME functionalities of antiferromagnets, such as voltage-
controllable magneto-optical devices. Moreover, since the pre-
sent imaging method is based on linear optics, an exposure time
shorter than 1 ms could be straightforwardly achieved even with a
commercially available high-speed camera40. Such fast imaging
allows to investigate the electric-field-driven antiferromagnetic
domain dynamics in a wide range of spatial and temporal scales,
which is difficult to achieve by known techniques such as second
harmonic generation microscopy14, magnetoelectric force
microscopy41, and scanning resonant X-ray diffraction42,43.
Finally, it is also intriguing to apply the OME domain imaging to
exotic phases in strongly correlated systems, where some of the
ME multipoles were proposed to be a primary order parameter.
Examples include a pseudo-gap phase of high-Tc cuprate super-
conductors. Direct visualization of ME multipole domains via the
OME effect may provide solid evidence for such an exotic
proposal.

After the submission of this paper, Sato et al.44 reported
magnetochiral dichroism in an antiferromagnet MnTiO3, which
is related to OME effects and whose magnitude reaches 10−3 in
the visible light region.

Methods
Sample preparation and characterization. Single crystals of Pb(TiO)Cu4(PO4)4
were grown by slow cooling of the melt30. The orientation of the crystals was
determined using Laue X-ray diffraction patterns. Because of the noncentrosym-
metric space group P4212, the crystal structure has a structural chirality or hand-
edness. Our polarized light microscopy observation at room temperature revealed
that most of the obtained crystals have a monochiral domain, as in the isostructural
compound Sr(TiO)Cu4(PO4)4 (ref. 45). We used monochiral crystals for all mea-
surements, although chirality, and hence optical activity, has no direct correlation
with the emergence of nonreciprocal linear dichroism. Magnetization (M) mea-
surements were performed using a commercial superconducting quantum inter-
ference device magnetometer (Quantum Design MPMS3). Electric polarization along
the a axis (Pa), as function of temperature and magnetic field along the a axis (Ba),
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was obtained by integrating a displacement current measured with an electrometer
(Keithley 6517). To obtain a single quadrupole domain state, before each measure-
ment of Pa, static magnetic (Bp

a ¼ ±1T) and electric (Ep
a ¼ ±0:83MVm−1) fields

along the a axis were simultaneously applied while cooling the sample from 10 K
(paramagnetic phase) to 3 K, after which these poling fields were switched off. The
formation of a single domain state was confirmed by a saturation of Pa above
Ep
a

�� �� ¼ 0:56MVm−1. The crystal structures displayed in Figs. 2 and 3 were drawn
by using VESTA software46.

Optical absorption measurements. Optical absorption spectra in the photon
energy range of 1.2 < Eph < 3.4 eV were measured using a fiber-based optical sys-
tem36 as schematically illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 3, developed at the High
Field Laboratory for Superconducting Materials in Tohoku University. One of the
crystals was cut into a thin plate with the widest faces normal to the Z axis, polished
down to a thickness d= 30 μm, and then mounted on a quartz window attached to
a sample holder. Light from a halogen lamp was guided with an optical fiber to the
sample, and the transmitted light was guided with a different optical fiber to a
spectrometer (Horiba iHR550) equipped with a CCD camera detector (Andor iDus
DV401A). The optical resolution was 0.90 nm. The sample and optical components
were installed in a cryostat equipped with a superconducting magnet that enables
an application of Bp

a . To apply Ep
a , two parallel electrodes with a 500 µm gap were

made on the sample surface using conductive silver paste. The voltage was gen-
erated by a voltage source (Keithley 6517). All the absorption spectra displayed in
Fig. 4 were taken in the absence of external fields. Before each measurement of
absorption spectra, the sample was cooled from 10 K (>TN) to 4.2 K with a
simultaneous application of Ep

a

�� �� ¼ 0:20MVm−1 and Bp
a ¼ ±0:1 T to generate a

single domain state, after which these poling fields were switched off. We con-
firmed that saturation of the nonreciprocal linear dichroism signal (ΔAXY), and
hence the formation of a single domain state, was achieved after cooling with
Bp
a

�� �� ¼ 0:1 T and Ep
a

�� ��≥ 0:20MVm−1. In the measurements, four different light
polarizations were used, which were generated by a wire grid polarization film
(Asahi Kasei WGFTM) attached to the sample holder. When changing light
polarization direction and/or switching light propagation direction, we took out the
optical probe from the cryostat, reattached a polarizer film, and then reinstalled
the probe.

Optical domain imaging. Domain imaging was conducted using a home-built
horizontal polarized light microscope in the transmittance geometry, as sche-
matically illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 5. A white LED (Thorlabs
MWWHF2) was used as light source. For each domain imaging at a different
wavelength of light, bandpass filters with a center wavelength of 600, 700, and
760 nm (FWHM= 10 nm) were used. A microscopy image was taken by a
CMOS camera (Thorlabs Quantalux sCMOS Camera) with an exposure time of
0.5 s or less. Spatial resolution of the microscope setup is better than 4 μm. We
prepared two platelet samples with d= 50 μm and d= 60 μm, whose images are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The widest faces of these samples are
parallel to the Z plane. Each of them was glued on an oxygen-free copper plate
with a hole for light transmission, which was mounted on the cold head of a
helium cryostat (Oxford Instruments, MicrostatHe). A permanent magnet was
used to apply Ba= ±0.1 T. To apply Ea, a voltage source (Keithley 6517) was
connected to two parallel electrodes formed on the sample surface, as schema-
tically illustrated in Fig. 6a. The gap distance of the electrodes was about 700 µm
(100 µm) for the sample in Fig. 5 (Fig. 6).

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding
author upon reasonable request.
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